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Instructions : I ) Answer any S questions without omitting any Unit.
2) All questions car\) equal marks.

UNIT _ I
1. a) Define (i) Type I error and (ii) Type Il error. Let X have the Bemoulli density
with parameter 0 . Based on 5 observations X,, X2, X3, Xo and Xr. the critical

] ugulnrt H,I : 0- = 14 i," giu"n
o"-" U,
"' 4,5 - O.O.
"'"'
obtain the size and po*., or',n.Lr,.
regionforthe testHn: 0 =

b) state Neyman-Pearson lemma for Mp

test- For Mp, test, show that the power

is larger than or equal to the size ofthe

test.

l

2. a) Define monorone likelihood ratio (MLR) properly. Explain its role in testing
problem.

I

b) LetXhavethedensiry f(x;

0,

Determine a UMP test of size

unknown.

1")=1.-e(*-r)
e

u for testing l, = 1,6 against H, : l, * ),s; 0 is
UNIT

3. a) Deline

q,

*r^

-

II

-similar test. Explain its role in testing problem.

b) Explain UMPunbiased test. l,et X-N([r,o2) and y_N(Fz.o2;. X and
Y are iu<iependent. Obtain UMPU test of size o for Hs:[r =Fz against
H, :p, + prr.
4. a) Explain

the concept of Neyman structure. Give an example to a test which
has
Neyman structure.

b) Distinguish between unbiased criticar region of type A and type B. Examine
the existence of type A, test for testing H0 : o o0 against H1 : o + o9,
when
=

X-N(p,o2).
P.T.O.
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UNIT _

5.

a)

IlI

Define likelihood ratio test. Prove or disprove : Likelihood ratio test is
consistent.

b) Obtain likelihood ratio test for testing Hs : |r = Fo against H, : p

X

-

N

11

(1r.

o'

),

* ps, when

o' is unknown. Show that the test is unbiased.

6. a) Let X,,Xr, ....,X,

be a random sample from a density

f (xl 0)=1.-d0 *

r

0,

0 > 0. Find the likelihood ratio test for tesring H6 : 0 < 0s against H1 : g > 06 .

b) Stating the

assumptions derive asymptotic distribution of likelihood ratio test

statistic.

UNIT

-

IV

7. a) Explain sequential probability ratio test. Obtain SPRT for testing Ho
against H, : 0 = 2 where 0 is the mean of Poisson distribution.

b)
8.

:0=1

State and prove Wald's identity.

a) Define OC function and ASN function of SPRT. Find OC function for testing
Ho: It - l0 against H, : p = 15 when c=0=0.1, where p is the mean of
normal population.

b) Show that SPRT terminates with probabiliry
UNIT

one.

-V

9. a) Explain the Chi-square test for goodness of fit. Describe its limitations.
b) Explain sign test. Obtain confidence interval for median difference based

on

sign test.

10. a) Define Mann-Whitney U-test statistic for two sample problem. Obtain the
distribution of test statistic

b) Define one sample Kolmogorov-Smimov test statistic. How do you
for lhe construction of confidence intbrval for distribution function

?

use this

